It is clear that Turing changed the world for all of us but created specific opportunities and challenges for Kasparov personally, leading to computers reaching world championship standard just as he became the world champion. Recognising that computers had been both a blessing and a curse, Kasparov fondly recalled 'the good old days of computer chess' when in 1985 he could play 32 machines simultaneously and win 32-0. 5 He mentioned that the computer, perhaps for the first time at world championship level, had helped find a novelty in 1995 -the rook-sac (17. Qg4) of the 10th game of his PCA match with Anand (Chessgames, 2013b) , see Appendix 1.3. The computer contribution to the forthcoming Anand-Carlsen match will be interesting.
Ruefully, he recalled losing to IBM's DEEP BLUE in their second match and not getting a deciding match. He suggested that the real question now is 'On what basis would the best human players give the best computers a game when one slip might be enough to lose?' In net terms however, Kasparov was positive about the contributions of computers to chess and society: he did not see computers as 'the enemy' and looked forward to man-and-machine rather than man-v-machine. He referred to his Advanced Chess match with Topalov (Friedel, 1998) as an attempt to combine human intuition and brute-force to create the perfect game of chess.
Anticipating the following panel on the Turing Test, Kasparov referred to the early role of chess in the formulation and use of the test, and to (Friedel, 2001) :
• the insertion of Thompson's BELLE into Pfleger's 1980 simultaneous event, see Appendix 1.2, • Kasparov's identification of the BELLE game from five games of that simultaneous event, and • the questioning of Allwermann's play at the Böblinger Open in 1999.
Kasparov sees the covert involvement of computers in what should be 'human chess' as a major problem for today, the negative side of man-and-machine. On the other hand, it is clear that databases of games, chess engines, the real-time analysis of top-level games, web services and AGON's recent tablet-based tournament interfacing application are all serving to raise playing standards and make chess more accessible, attractive and popular.
And so to the discussion of and game against the Chessbase 2004 'TURING' reification 6 of Turing's second specification of a chess engine, unnamed but named 'AT2' here. AT2 searched two ply and performed static evaluation of leaf positions after following lines to quiescence. It 'played' one game, via Turing's emulation, against Alick Glennie, see Appendix 1.1 which identifies ten apparent mistakes in Turing's arithmetic. Kasparov is to be congratulated for seeing computer chess in the broader context of Turing's basic question 'What can computers do?' He sees WATSON as a greater achievement than DEEP BLUE, and like Picasso challenges us to ask the right questions for computers to answer. There are many more games and model-worlds to conquer.
